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is much more complicated than expected.
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Summary of Dummit’s method
In this section, Dummit’s method is summarized. The main steps are:
(1) a sextic resolvent is constructed which has a rational root if and only if the
general reduced quintic f(x) = x5 + px3 + qx2 + rx + s ∈ Q[x] is solvable;
(2) the Lagrange resolvents ri of the roots of f are defined;
(3) the fifth power of the resolvents are expressed as linear combinations of roots of
unity.




3 − s3x2 + s4x − s5 where the si are the elementary symmetric functions
in the roots. We assume that s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 ∈ Q. Let


















The stabilizer of θ in S5 is precisely F20, the Frobenius group of order 20, with gen-
erators (12345) and (2354). Since S3, generated by (12) and (123), is a complement
of F20 in S5, (that is, every element of S5 can be written uniquely as an element of
S3 times an element of F20), it follows that θ and its conjugates satisfy a polynomial
g(x) of degree 6 over Q.
By making a translation, we may assume our quintic is
f(x) = x5 + px3 + qx2 + rx + s (1.1)
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Dummit proves the following theorem:
Theorem 1 The irreducible quintic f(x) = x5+px3+qx2+rx+s ∈ Q[x] is solvable
by radicals if and only if the polynomial g(x) has a rational root. If this is the case,
the sextic g(x) factors into the product of a linear polynomial and an irreducible
quintic.
Proof: The polynomial f(x) is solvable if and only if the Galois group of f(x),
considered as a permutation group on the roots, is contained in a solvable subgroup
of S5. It can be shown that all solvable subgroups of S5 are contained in the
conjugates of F20. It follows that f(x) is solvable by radicals if and only if θ or one
of its conjugates is rational. This proves the first assertion. We may assume θ is
rational so the Galois group of f is contained in the specific group F20 above.
If g(x) has a rational root, then it factors as a linear times a quintic. It can
be shown that this quintic is irreducible. See [3] for details.
Henceforth, we assume that the Galois group of f(x) is solvable, hence is a
subgroup of F20. Let ζ be a fixed primitive 5th root of unity. Dummit defines the
usual Lagrange resolvents of x1:
(x1, 1) = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5




r2 = (x1, ζ
2) = x1 + x2ζ
2 + x3ζ
4 + x4ζ + x5ζ
3
r3 = (x1, ζ
3) = x1 + x2ζ
3 + x3ζ + x4ζ
4 + x5ζ
2
r4 = (x1, ζ

















4r2 + ζr3 + ζ
3r4)/5











where l0 is the sum of terms involving powers ζ
j of ζ with j divisible by 5, l1 involves






































































l1, l2, l3, l4 are defined similarly. See [3] for details. Similarly, let
R2 = r
5

















Since l0(1 + ζ + ζ
2 + ζ3 + ζ4) = 0, we may write
R1 = (l1 − l0)ζ + (l2 − l0)ζ2 + (l3 − l0)ζ3 + (l4 − l0)ζ4
R2 = (l1 − l0)ζ2 + (l2 − l0)ζ4 + (l3 − l0)ζ + (l4 − l0)ζ3 (1.6)
R3 = (l1 − l0)ζ3 + (l2 − l0)ζ + (l3 − l0)ζ4 + (l4 − l0)ζ2
R4 = (l1 − l0)ζ4 + (l2 − l0)ζ3 + (l3 − l0)ζ2 + (l4 − l0)ζ
and these expressions are unique.
Let σ = (12345), τ = (2354) and ω : ζ 7→ ζ3
Then σ fixes l1 − l0, l2 − l0, l3 − l0, l4 − l0. Also,
τ(l1 − l0) = (l2 − l0), τ(l2 − l0) = (l4 − l0), τ(l4 − l0) = (l3 − l0), τ(l3 − l0) = (l1 − l0)
Since the fixed field of σ and τ is Q (since they generate F20), it follows that
l1 − l0, l2 − l0, l3 − l0, l4 − l0
are the roots of a quartic polynomial over Q and that the field
L = Q(l1 − l0, l2 − l0, l3 − l0, l4 − l0) is a cyclic extension of Q of degree 4 with
the unique quadratic subfield Q(∆). Therefore l1, l2, l3, l4 are the roots of a quartic
over Q which factors over Q(∆) into the product of two conjugate quadratics:
[x2 + (T1 + T2∆)x + (T3 + T4∆)][x
2 + (T1 − T2∆)x + (T3 − T4∆)] (1.7)
with T1, T2, T3, T4 ∈ Q. The roots of one of these two quadratic factors are either
the conjugate pair l1, l4, or the other conjugate pair l2, l3. Supposing l1, l4 are the
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roots of the first factor, we obtain the following set of equations:
l1 + l4 = −T1 − T2∆
l2 + l3 = −T1 + T2∆
l1l4 = T3 + T4∆
l2l3 = T3 − T4∆
Dummit then provides us with a rule to choose the fifth roots of the Ri to
obtain the resolvents ri. He proves that each of the five possible choices of r1
uniquely defines the choices for r2, r3, r4, hence uniquely defines the five roots of
the quintic. Since r1r4 and r2r3 are fixed by σ, τω
−1 and by τ 2, they are elements
of the corresponding fixed field Q(∆
√
5). Dummit then shows that given r1 there
is a unique choice of r2, r3, r4 such that r1r4, r2r3 ∈ Q(∆
√
5) and such that the 2












4 = u − v∆
√
5
with u = −25
2
q. All of the above is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 : Suppose the irreducible polynomial f(x) = x5 + px3 + qx2 + rx + s ∈
Q[x] is solvable by radicals and let θ be the unique rational root of the associated
resolvent sextic g(x) as in Theorem 1. Fix any square root ∆ of the discriminant D
of f(x) and fix any primitive fifth root of unity ζ. Then the Galois group of f(x) is:
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(a) the Frobenius group of order 20 if and only if the discriminant D of f(x) is




(b) the dihedral group of order 10 if and only if D is a square and the rational
quadratics in (1.7) are irreducible over Q.
(c) the cyclic group of order 5 if and only if D is a square and the rational
quadratics in (1.7) are reducible over Q.
Let r1 be any fifth root of R1 in (1.3), and let r2, r3, r4 be the corresponding
fifth roots of R2, R3, R4 as in (1.5) and (1.8). Then the formulas (1.2) give the roots
of f(x) in terms of radicals and x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 are permuted cyclically by some
5-cycle in the Galois group.
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Chapter 2
Application of Dummit’s Method to Emma Lehmer’s Quintics
Emma Lehmer [5],[6] defined the following family of polynomials, for n ∈ Z:
fn(x) =x
5 + n2x4 − (2n3 + 6n2 + 10n + 10)x3 + (n4 + 5n3 + 11n2 + 15n + 5)x2
+ (n3 + 4n2 + 10n + 10)x + 1.
It is easy to see that fn(x) is irreducible for any n ∈ Z by considering it modulo 2.
The fn(x) have Z5 as their Galois group. Their discriminants are equal to
(n3 + 5n2 + 10n + 7)2(n4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)4
Z5 permutes the roots of fn(x) cyclically according to the following transformation
x → (n + 2) + nx − x
2
1 + (n + 2)x
(2.1)




















































n4 − 2n3 − 2n2 + 1
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In order to provide an application of Dummit’s method to this family of quin-
tics, we compute l0, l1, l2, l3, l4 in terms of n with the program Mathematica. Then,
we show how to prove that the polynomials in terms of n are correct and give an
example, where the li(n) are used to compute the roots of f .
2.1 Computation of the li with Mathematica
In order to come up with a polynomial in terms of n for each l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, we
computed several values of the li. We then applied the method of finite differences
to each set of values.
An example of the computations of l0, l1, l2, l3, l4 for the case n = −2 is provided
in Appendix A. The quintic for n = −2 is in this case f(x) = x5 +4x4 +2x3−5x2 −
2x + 1. The 5 roots of f were solved for and produced in a cyclic order according
to transformation (2.1). Then R1 = (x1, ζ)
5, R2 = (x1, ζ
2)5, R3 = (x1, ζ
3)5 and
R4 = (x1, ζ
4)5 were computed. Let R0 = (x1, 1)
5 = l0 + l1 + l2 + l3 + l4. We used R1
as in (1.3) and R2, R3, R4 as in (1.5), and computed R0 + R1 + R2 + R3 + R4.
Since 1 + ζ + ζ2 + ζ3 + ζ4 = 0, R0 + R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 = 5l0 + (l1 + l2 + l3 +
l4)(1 + ζ + ζ




2 + R4ζ = 5l1
R0 + R1ζ
3 + R2ζ + R3ζ
4 + R4ζ
2 = 5l2 (2.3)
R0 + R1ζ
2 + R2ζ
4 + R3ζ + R4ζ
3 = 5l3




The same process was repeated to get the values of the li for values of n ranging
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from 11 to -10 for l0 and from 8 to -5 for l1, l2, l3, l4.
Appendix B provides a list of the 13 values of l1, indexed in order by n, ranging
from 8 to -5. We used the method of finite differences to determine l1(n). The differ-
ence of each pair of consecutive terms were computed to obtain 12 new consecutive
values. The difference of these differences was computed in turn, to get 11 more
values. The process stopped once a new row of values became a constant. The num-
ber of times the process was repeated provided us with the highest degree d of the
polynomial. The constant was divided by d!, and the resulting value corresponded
to the coefficient g of nd. The process was carried further when one substracted
from each value of l1 the corresponding gn
d to obtain a new set of consecutive val-
ues. The process was repeated until the entire polynomial of l1 in terms of n was
obtained. The same method was applied to compute l0, l2, l3, l4. The computations
yielded the following results:
l0(n) = −n10 − 10n9 − 55n8 − 175n7 − 325n6
− 250n5 + 375n4 + 1250n3 + 1250n2 − 625
l1(n) = 5n
9 + 35n8 + 125n7 + 225n6 − 1125n4 − 3125n3 − 4375n2 − 3125n − 625
l2(n) = −2n8 − 10n7 − 15n6 + 50n5 + 325n4 + 875n3 + 1375n2 + 1250n + 500
l3(n) = n
9 + 10n8 + 55n7 + 195n6 + 475n5 + 800n4 + 875n3 + 500n2 − 125
l4(n) = −4n8 − 35n7 − 160n6 − 475n5 − 975n4 − 1375n3 − 1250n2 − 625n − 125
The li(n) were used in order to compute the roots of f in the next section.
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2.2 Proof the li are the right ones
In this section we show how to prove that the polynomials in terms of n, ob-
tained in the previous section are correct. We do the following:
1. we prove that the degree of l0(n) is bounded by 60.
2. we use the li(n) to solve for the roots of f
Theorem 3 The degree of l0(n) is bounded by 60.
Proof: First, we prove l0(n) is a polynomial. Now, fn(x) ∈ Q[n][x]. Since the
roots of fn(x) are integral over Q[n], l0(n) as in (1.4) is integral over Q[n]. But
l0(n) ∈ Q(n) since it is fixed by F20. Since Q[n] is a UFD and is therefore integrally
closed, lo(n) ∈ Q[n].
Secondly, we prove that the degree of l0(n) is bounded by 60. Note that l0 as





with S3, generated by (12), (123). Then A is fixed by S5. Therefore, A is a polyno-
mial in the elementary symmetric functions s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, homogeneous of degree













with 2b + 3c + 4d + 5e = 30, since A has to be of degree 30 in the xi. Note that we
use a quintic in its reduced form, so s1 = 0. In the case of Emma Lehmer’s quintics
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in reduced form, as in (2.2), s1 = 0, s2 has degree 4; s3 has degree 6, s4 has degree
8 and s5 has degree 10. Therefore, s
b
2 has degree 4b; s
c
3 has degree 6c; s
d
4 has degree
8d; se5 has degree 10e. Therefore, 4b + 6c + 8d + 10e = 60, which must be the total
degree in n of A. Since l0(n) divides A, the degree of l0(n) is at most 60. We applied
the method of finite differences to 22 values of l0 and came up with the polynomial
in terms of n above. One could compute 61 values of l0 to verify that li(n) is of no
higher degree than 10. This would, however, be very cumbersome and would surely
give the same result.
Let p1 = l1 − l0, p2 = l2 − l0, p3 = l3 − l0, p4 = l4 − l0. Factoring the pi
yields the following
p1 = (n
4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)(n5 + 10n4 + 25n3 − 100n − 125)n
p2 = (n
4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)(n4 + 25)(n2 + 5n + 5)
p3 = (n
4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)(n2 + 5n + 10)(n2 + 5n + 5)n2
p4 = (n
4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)(n3 − 10n − 25)(n2 + 5n + 5)n
Note that (n4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25) is a factor in the discriminants of the fn(x).
The formulas






4 + p3ζ + p4ζ
3
permit us to compute R1 and R2. Then, R3 is R2’s complex conjugate, and R4 is
R1’s complex conjugate.
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The formulas x1 =
1
5
(r1 + r2 + r3 + r4 + r5), ri =
1/5
√
Ri and equations (1.6) permit




[(190426952244ζ + 138246440189ζ2 + 205202172384ζ3 + 126493395204ζ4)
1
5 +
(190426952244ζ2 + 138246440189ζ4 + 205202172384ζ + 126493395204ζ3)
1
5 +
(190426952244ζ3 + 138246440189ζ + 205202172384ζ4 + 126493395204ζ2)
1
5 +
(190426952244ζ4 + 138246440189ζ3 + 205202172384ζ2 + 126493395204ζ)
1
5 ]
Appendix C provides an example of the computation of R1 and R2 for n = 12. We
obtain the following values:
R1 = −1.79922× 1011 + 2.14488× 1010i R2 = −1.50262× 1011 + 1.01258× 1011i
Choose r1 to be any fifth root of R1. We chose r1 = −178.44624 + 4.23539i. Then
r4 is r1’s complex conjugate. Then u is computed, and r2 and its complex conjugate












4 − u = −v∆
√
5
with u = −25
2
a2 = −223345612 .
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We obtained: r2 = −177.24271 + 21.11921i. Using equations (1.2) we com-






2.3 Computation of θ in terms of n
In this section, we compute θn, the rational root of the sextic resolvent, gn(x)
of Emma Lehmer’s quintic, in terms of n, by using again the method of finite
differences. A formula for g(x) in terms of the coefficients of f(x) in reduced form
as in (1.1) is provided by Dummit [3]. We use Dummit’s formula and substitute
the coefficients of the quintics as in (2.2) in order to obtain a formula for the sextic
resolvent in terms of n. Appendix D provides the computation of gn(x). We then
compute gn(x) for values of n ranging from 4 to -6. We solve for the roots of the 11
sextics obtained. Each 11 sets of six roots includes a rational root, which are the
θi. We apply the method of finite differences to these 11 values of θ to obtain the
following polynomial in terms of n:
θn = 4n




4 + 5n3 + 15n2 + 25n + 25)(4n4 + 20n3 − 15n2 − 125n − 275)
Note that θn has the first factor in common with the discriminant of Emma Lehmer’s
quintics.
As in the case of the coefficients l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, the formula for θn is much more
complicated than what one might expect. The polynomials fn(x) have polynomials
of moderate degree in n as coefficients. It could be hoped that expressing the roots
of fn(x) in terms of radicals would involve simple expressions in n. Instead, our
results show the opposite is the case. The expressions are rather complicated.
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Chapter 3
f(x) = x5 + ax + p
In this section, we will prove that for each fixed integer p 6= 0, the polynomial
f is solvable by radicals for only finitely many integer a. When p is odd, we will
show that if the polynomial is irreducible and solvable, then its Galois group is F20.
We will investigate more closely the case where p is either 1 or a prime number
and determine exactly when f(x) is irreducible. We will compare these results with
those obtained by classical methods that use the complex roots to obtain cycles in
the Galois group.
3.1 When is f irreducible?
First note that −f(−x) = x5 + ax − p has the same Galois group as f(x). So we
may assume p is positive.
Proposition 1 For each nonzero fixed integer p, there are only finitely many integer
values of a for which the polynomial is reducible.
Proof: For each p, the rational root test allows only finitely many rational roots.
Each of these is a factor of p. Each such root allows only one value of a.
Now, assume f factors as (x3 + ux2 + vx + s)(x2 + wx + t) = x5 + ax + p.
By Gauss’s Lemma, if it factors, the factors have integer coefficients. Then we can
deduce the following set of equations:
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1. u + w = 0
2. t + uw + v = 0
3. ut + vw + s = 0
4. sw + tv = a
5. st = p
From (1) we obtain u = −w, which we substitute into (2) to get v = w2 − t.
Substituting v and u in (3), we get −wt + (w2 − t)w + s = 0, from which we deduce
the equation:
g(w) = w3 − 2tw + s = 0 (3.1)
This has at most 3 rational roots w. For each w, there is only one u, by 1, and then
by 2, there is only one v. By 4, we get one a. Therefore, each (s, t) yields at most
3 values of a. There are only finitely many (s, t), so this proves the result. In the
particular case where p is 1 or an odd prime, we prove the following:
Proposition 2 When p = 1, f(x) is irreducible if and only if a 6= −2, 1. When
p = 3, f(x) is irreducible if and only if a 6= −82,−80,−5,−4, 2. When p ≥ 5 is
prime, f(x) = x5 + ax+ p is irreducible over Z iff a 6= p− 1,−p− 1, 1− p4,−p4 − 1.
Proof: By Gauss’s Lemma, if f(x) factors over Q, then f(x) factors over Z.
Suppose f(x) has a rational root. Then, by the root test, f(−1), f(1), f(p)
or f(−p) = 0.
If f(−1) = 0, then a = p − 1 and f(x) = x5 + px − x + p factors as
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(x + 1)(x4 − x3 + x2 − x + p).
If f(1) = 0, then a = −p − 1 and f(x) = x5 − px − x + p factors as
(x − 1)(x4 + x3 + x2 + x − p). Note that when p = 1, a = −2 and the quintic
f(x) = x5 − 2x + 1 factors as f(x) = (x − 1)(x4 + x3 + x2 + x − 1).
If f(−p) = 0, then a = 1 − p4 and f(x) = x5 − p4x + x + p factors as
(x + p)(x4 − px3 + p2x2 − p3x + 1).
If f(p) = 0, then a = −p4 − 1 and f(x) = x5 − p4x − x + p factors as
(x − p)(x4 + px3 + p2x2 + p3x − 1).
In the case where f(x) factors as a cubic times a quadratic, we use equation
(3.1) above and consider the following 4 cases: (s = 1, t = p), (s = p, t = 1),
(s = −1, t = −p), (s = −p, t = −1).
1. If (s = 1, t = p), then g(w) = w3 − 2pw + 1. By the root test, if g has a
rational root, then g(1) = 0 or g(−1) = 0.
a) If g(1) = 0, then p = 1 and we deduce from equations 1 to 5 that u =
−1, v = 0, a = 1. Then, f(x) = x5 + x + 1 factors as (x3 − x2 + 1)(x2 + x + 1).
b) If g(−1) = 0, then p = 0 and f(x) is clearly reducible.
2. If (s = p, t = 1), then g(w) = w3−2w +p. By the root test, if g has a rational
root, then g(1), g(−1), g(p), or g(−p) = 0.
a) If g(1) = 0, then p = 1, and we obtain the same result as 1.a).
b) If g(−1) = 0, then p = −1 which is a case we do not need to cover.
c) If g(p) = 0, then p = 0,±1. The case p = 1 is covered above. The other 2
cases don’t need to be covered.
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d) If g(−p) = 0, then p = 0.
3. If (s = −1, t = −p), then g(w) = w3 + 2pw − 1. By the root test, if g has a
rational root, then g(1) = 0 or g(−1) = 0.
a) If g(1) = 0, then p = 0.
b) If g(−1) = 0, then p = −1.
4. If (s = −p, t = −1), then g(w) = w3 + 2w − p. By the root test, if g has a
rational root, then g(1) = 0, g(−1) = 0, g(p) = 0 or g(−p) = 0.
a) If g(1) = 0, then p = 3. From equations 1 to 5, we get u = −1, v = 2, a =
−5. Then f(x) = x5 − 5x + 3 factors as (x3 − x2 + 2x − 3)(x2 + x − 1).
b) If g(−1) = 0, then p = −3, which we don’t need to cover.
c) If g(p) = 0, then p = 0 is the only rational solution.
d) If g(−p) = 0, then p = 0 is the only rational solution.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
3.2 Is f solvable? Dummit’s method
In 1885, Runge proved the following result:
Theorem 4 Assume that f(x) = x5 +ax+ b ∈ Q[x] is irreducible and a 6= 0. Then
f is solvable by radicals if and only if there are s, t ∈ Q such that
a =
3125st4
(s − 1)4(s2 − 6s + 25) , b =
3125st5
(s − 1)4(s2 − 6s + 25)
For a proof, see Cox [2]. We have not been able to use the result to obtain informa-
tion more precise than what we give below.
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Spearman and Williams [7] gave the following characterization of solvable ir-
reducible quintics:
Theorem 5 Let a and b be rational numbers such that the quintic trinomial x5 +
ax+ b is irreducible. Then the equation x5 +ax+ b = 0 is solvable by radicals if and












4ju4) (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)




)1/5, u2 = (
µ23µ4
D2
)1/5, u3 = (
µ22µ1
D2

































D = c2 + 1
It is a rather complicated characterization that is difficult to apply and we were not
able to use that result either.
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According to Dummit’s method, f(x) is solvable if and only if its resolvent
sextic
g(x) = x6+8ax5 +40a2x4+160a3x3 +400a4x2 +(512a5−3125p4)x+256a6−9375ap4
has a rational solution. By the root test, if g(x) has a rational root, then g(q) = 0
for a given divisor of 256a6 − 9375ap4. There is no systematic way to find such a
q and one has to deal with it on a case by case basis. We can prove, however, the
following:
Proposition 3 For each fixed nonzero integer p, g(x, a) = 0 has a rational root for
only finitely many a, so f(x) is solvable for only finitely many a.
By proposition 1 of the previous section, we may exclude finitely many values of
a and assume f is irreducible. In order to prove the above proposition, we need
Faltings famous theorem:
Theorem 6 Faltings Theorem: Let C be an algebraic curve over the rationals of
genus g. Then the number of rational points on C is finite when g is greater than
or equal to 2.
In order to apply Faltings theorem, we need to prove that g(x, a) = 0 is a curve of
















This an invertible change of variables:
t = x + 2a
y = 16(x + 2a)5 − 20x(x + 2a)4 − c
The equation




(y2 + 64t10 − 88t5c − c2) = 0
The curve
y2 = −64t10 + 88ct5 + c2 = 0
has genus 4 since it is a hyperelliptic curve and the discriminant of the right hand
side is non zero when c 6= 0. Therefore the genus is 10
2
− 1 = 4.
Since g(x, a) = 0 has genus at least 2, by Faltings Theorem g(x, a) = 0 has
only finitely many rational solutions.
Proposition 4 Assume p is an odd integer. When f(x) ∈ Z[x] is irreducible and
solvable, it can only have F20 as its Galois group.
Proof: Suppose g(x) has a rational solution and therefore f(x) is solvable. Let
D = 28a5 + 55p4 be the discriminant of f . By Dummit’s Theorem 2, if D is a
square, then the Galois group of f is either D5 or Z5. Otherwise, it is F20, the
Frobenius group of order 20.
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Now, suppose D = n2, n ∈ Z. Since n2 is odd, n is odd. So n2 ≡ 1 (mod 8).
But D ≡ 5 (mod 8). Therefore, D cannot be a square. So, the Galois group of f(x)
must be F20.
3.3 Method of looking at the number of complex roots of f to deter-
mine whether f is solvable
In this section, we will be investigating the solvability of f with a more classical
method. We will study the derivative of f and its zeros in order to come up with
the number of complex roots of f . This will give us information about some cycle
types of the Galois group of f . We assume f is irreducible. Letf ′(x) = 5x4 + a be
the derivative of f .
Case 1: a > 0, then f ′(x) > 0 for all x. Therefore f(x) has one real root and
4 complex ones.




. Note that −a
5
> 0
since a < 0.


























+ p. Let b = −a
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) = −4b 4
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When b < 5
√








) > 0 and f has
one real root and 4 complex ones.








) < 0 and f has 3 real roots and two
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complex ones.




)4, f has two complex roots that are
conjugate roots. The Galois group of f therefore contains a transposition. Moreover,
f is an irreducible quintic, so its Galois group also contains a 5-cycle. Since S5 is
generated by any 5-cycle and any transposition, we conclude that the Galois group
of f must be S5 and therefore f is not solvable.




)4, f has 1 real root and four complex ones.
Its Galois group G therefore contains a (2,2)-cycle. Since D, the discriminant of f ,
is not a square, G is either F20 or S5, but it cannot be A5. But both S5 and F20
contain 4-cycles. In F20 all the 2-Sylow subgroups are isomorphic to Z4. Therefore,
any (2,2)-cycle is the square of a 4-cycle, and in S5 any (2,2)-cycle is the square of
a 4-cycle. Therefore, complex conjugation is a (2,2)-cycle which is the square of a
4-cycle. Since f is an irreducible quintic, its Galois group contains a 5-cycle. F20
is generated by a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle. The question is whether a 5-cycle and a
4-cycle can generate all of S5. Let the 5-cycle be (12345) and the 4-cycle be (1234).
The 5-Sylow subgroup is normal in F20. But, (1234)(12345)(4321) = (23415) which
is not in the subgroup generated by (12345). Therefore a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle could
generate all of S5. Looking at the number of complex roots of f does not allow us





Computation of l0, l1, l2, l3, l4 in the case n = −2
The attached appendix is an example of the computations achieved with the
program Mathematica to obtain l0, l1, l2, l3, l4 for values of n ranging from 11 to -10.
For each case the Emma Lehmer quintic is computed and equations (2.3) are used
to compute the li. Appendix A gives computations for the case n = 2
Line 1 and 2: computation of E. Lehmer’s quintic for n = −2
Line 3: the 5 roots of f are solved for
Line 9 to 14: the 5 roots are produced in a cyclic order, according to transformation
(2.1)
Line 15: gives the equation x1+x2z+x3z
2+x4z
3+x5z
4 for computing the resolvents
ri
Line 16: gives a numerical value for a fixed fifth root of unity
Line 17: gives the equation R0 + R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 = 5l0
Line 18: gives l0
Line 19: gives the equation R0 + R1ζ
4 + R2ζ
3 + R3ζ
2 + R4ζ = 5l1
Line 20: gives l1
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Line 21: gives the equation R0 + R1ζ
3 + R2ζ + R3ζ
4 + R4ζ
2 = 5l2
Line 22: gives l2
Line 23: gives the equation R0 + R1ζ
2 + R2ζ
4 + R3ζ + R4ζ
3 = 5l3
Line 24: gives l3




Line 26: gives l4
25
Computations with Mathematica:
In[1] : f = x5 + n2x4 − (2n3 + 6n2 + 10n + 10)x3 + (n4 + 5n3 + 11n2 + 15n +
5)x2 + (n3 + 4n2 + 10n + 10)x + 1
In[2] : %1/.n− > −2
Out[2] : 1 − 2x − 5x2 + 2x3 + 4x4 + x5
In[3] : NSolve[%2 == 0, x, 100]










In[4] : %3[[1, 1, 2]]
Out[4] : −2.68250706566236233772362329783873543502658499684107579728
530023536330221380328454648617304533957092




In[6] : %3[[3, 1, 2]]
Out6 : −0.715370323453429719112414662767260662417897277748031343163
834426881989020798252592196435025752654762
In[7] : %3[[4, 1, 2]]
Out[7] : 0.309721467890570128113850144932587106367582398673856855212
591209011790179898709784184341793576939660
In[8] : %3[[5, 1, 2]]
Out[8] : 0.918985947228994779780736114132655398124909696844323910088
990117990380616592573333941008561347214472
In[9] : c = (−2x − x2)
In[10] : x2 = %9/.x− > %4
Out[10] : −1.830830026003772851058548298459246407048009820929073624
8524466647568795618897459794427422838319284
In[11] : x3 = %9/.x− > %5
Out[11] : 0.30972146789057012811385014493258710636758239867385685521
25912090117901798987097841843417935769397




In[13] : x5 = %9/.x− > %6
Out[13] : 0.91898594722899477978073611413265539812490969684432391008
899011799038061659257333394100856134721447
In[14] : x1 = %9/.x− > %8
Out[14] : −2.68250706566236233772362329783873543502658499684107579
7285300235363302213803284546486173045339570923




















In[17] : (%15/.z− > 1)5 + (%15/.z− > rt)5 + (%15/.z− > rt2)5 +
(%15/.z− > rt3)5 + (%15/.z− > rt4)5
Out[17] : −45
In[18] : L0 = %17/5
Out[18] : −9
In[19] : (%15/.z− > 1)5 + (%15/.z− > rt)5rt4 + (%15/.z− > rt2)5rt3 +
(%15/.z− > rt3)5rt2 + (%15/.z− > rt4)5rt
Out[19] : −375
In[20] : L1 = %19/5
Out[20] : −75
In[21] : (%15/.z− > 1)5 + (%15/.z− > rt)5rt3 + (%15/.z− > rt2)5rt +
(%15/.z− > rt3)5rt4 + (%15/.z− > rt4)5rt2
Out[21] : −2300
In[22] : L2 = %21/5
Out[22] : −460
In[23] : (%15/.z− > 1)5 + (%15/.z− > rt)5rt2 + (%15/.z− > rt2)5rt4 +
(%15/.z− > rt3)5rt + (%15/.z− > rt4)5rt3
Out[23] : −925
In[24] : L3 = %23/5
Out[24] : −185
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In[25] : (%15/.z− > 1)5 + (%15/.z− > rt)5rt + (%15/.z− > rt2)5rt2 +
(%15/.z− > rt3)5rt3 + (%15/.z− > rt4)5rt4
Out[25] : −1475





List of l1 for n = 8 to n = −5 and computation of highest coefficient of l1(n)
In appendix B, the method of finite differences is used to deduce the highest
term of a polynomial in terms of n for l1. The 14 first lines of appendix 2 list in order
the 14 values of l1, indexed by n and computed with Mathematica as in Appendix
1 in the case n = −2.
Line 1 to 14: list of 14 values of l1, indexed by n in decreasing order.
Step 1: Line 15 to 27: differences of li+1 − li. We obtain 13 new values.
Step 2: Line 28 to 39: differences of the 13 values previously computed. We obtain
12 new values.
Step 3: Line 40 to 50: differences of the 12 values previously computed. We obtain
11 new values.
Step 4: Line 51 to 60: differences of the 11 values previously computed. We obtain
10 new values.
Step 5: Line 61 to 69: differences of the 10 values previously computed. We obtain
9 new values.
Step 6: Line 70 to 77: differences of the 9 values previously computed. We obtain
8 new values.
Step 7: Line 78 to 84: differences of the 8 values previously computed. We obtain
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7 new values.
Step 8: Line 85 to 90: differences of the 7 values previously computed. We obtain
6 new values.
Step 9: Line 91 to 95: differences of the 6 values previously computed. We obtain 5
new values which are the constant 1814400. The process stops here. It took 9 steps
to obtain a constant, so the highest term of l1(n) is of degree 9. We divide 1814400
by 9! and obtain 5, which is the coefficient of n9.
To obtain the other terms of l1(n), we substract 5n
9 to each value of l1. The method
of finite differences is repeated with these new values to obtain the second highest
term, etc. until we get the entire polynomial.
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Computations with Mathematica:
In[1] : L8 = 1572903975
In[2] : L7 = 528940095
In[3] : L6 = 152354765
In[4] : L5 = 35499375
In[5] : L4 = 6002955
In[6] : L3 = 540575
In[7] : L2 = −25455
In[8] : L1 = −11985
In[9] : L0 = −625
In[10] : L−1 = 255
In[11] : L−2 = −75
In[12] : L−3 = −15505
In[13] : L−4 = −289485
In[14] : L−5 = −2750625
In[15] : L8 − L7
Out[15] : 1043963880
In[16] : L7 − L6
Out[16] : 376585330
In[17] : L6 − L5
Out[17] : 116855390
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In[18] : L5 − L4
Out[18] : 29496420
In[19] : L4 − L3
Out[19] : 5462380
In[20] : L3 − L2
Out[20] : 566030
In[21] : L2 − L1
Out[21] : −13470
In[22] : L1 − L0
Out[22] : −11360
In[23] : L0 − L−1
Out[23] : −880
In[24] : L−1 − L−2
Out[24] : 330
In[25] : L−2 − L−3
Out[25] : 15430
In[26] : L−3 − L−4
Out[26] : 273980
In[27] : L−4 − L−5
Out[27] : 2461140
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In[28] : %15 − %16
Out[28] : 667378550
In[29] : %16 − %17
Out[29] : 259729940
In[30] : %17 − %18
Out[30] : 87358970
In[31] : %18 − %19
Out[31] : 24034040
In[32] : %19 − %20
Out[32] : 4896350
In[33] : %20 − %21
Out[33] : 579500
In[34] : %21 − %22
Out[34] : −2110
In[35] : %22 − %23
Out[35] : −10480
In[36] : %23 − %24
Out[36] : −1210
In[37] : %24 − %25
Out[37] : −15100
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In[38] : %25 − %26
Out[38] : −258550
In[39] : %26 − %27
Out[39] : −2187160
In[40] : %28 − %29
Out[40] : 407648610
In[41] : %29 − %30
Out[41] : 172370970
In[42] : %30 − %31
Out[42] : 63324930
In[43] : %31 − %32
Out[43] : 19137690
In[44] : %32 − %33
Out[44] : 4316850
In[45] : %33 − %34
Out[45] : 581610
In[46] : %34 − %35
Out[46] : 8370
In[47] : %35 − %36
Out[47] : −9270
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In[48] : %36 − %37
Out[48] : 13890
In[49] : %37 − %38
Out[49] : 243450
In[50] : %38 − %39
Out[50] : 1928610
In[51] : %40 − %41
Out[51] : 235277640
In[52] : %41 − %42
Out[52] : 109046040
In[53] : %42 − %43
Out[53] : 44187240
In[54] : %43 − %44
Out[54] : 14820840
In[55] : %44 − %45
Out[55] : 3735240
In[56] : %45 − %46
Out[56] : 573240
In[57] : %46 − %47
Out[57] : 17640
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In[58] : %47 − %48
Out[58] : −23160
In[59] : %48 − %49
Out[59] : −229560
In[60] := %49 − %50
Out[60] = −1685160
In[61] := %51 − %52
Out[61] = 126231600
In[62] := %52 − %53
Out[62] = 64858800
In[63] := %53 − %54
Out[63] = 29366400
In[64] := %54 − %55
Out[64] = 11085600
In[65] := %55 − %56
Out[65] = 3162000
In[66] := %56 − %57
Out[66] = 555600
In[67] := %57 − %58
Out[67] = 40800
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In[68] := %58 − %59
Out[68] = 206400
In[69] := %59 − %60
Out[69] = 1455600
In[70] := %61 − %62
Out[70] = 61372800
In[71] := %62 − %63
Out[71] = 35492400
In[72] := %63 − %64
Out[72] = 18280800
In[73] := %64 − %65
Out[73] = 7923600
In[74] := %65 − %66
Out[74] = 2606400
In[75] := %66 − %67
Out[75] = 514800
In[76] := %67 − %68
Out[76] = −165600
In[77] := %68 − %69
Out[77] = −1249200
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In[78] := %70 − %71
Out[78] = 25880400
In[79] := %71 − %72
Out[79] = 17211600
In[80] := %72 − %73
Out[80] = 10357200
In[81] := %73 − %74
Out[81] = 5317200
In[82] := %74 − %75
Out[82] = 2091600
In[83] := %75 − %76
Out[83] = 680400
In[84] := %76 − %77
Out[84] = 1083600
In[85] := %78 − %79
Out[85] = 8668800
In[86] := %79 − %80
Out[86] = 6854400
In[87] := %80 − %81
Out[87] = 5040000
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In[88] := %81 − %82
Out[88] = 3225600
In[89] := %82 − %83
Out[89] = 1411200
In[90] := %83 − %84
Out[90] = −403200
In[91] := %85 − %86
Out[91] = 1814400
In[92] := %86 − %87
Out[92] = 1814400
In[93] := %87 − %88
Out[93] = 1814400
In[94] := %88 − %89
Out[94] = 1814400





Use of li to compute the roots of f
In appendix C, we use the l0(n), l1(n), l2(n), l3(n), l4(n) in the case n = 12 in
order to compute with Mathematica values for R1, R2, R3, R4. Then the fifth roots
of the Ri are chosen according to Dummit’s rule. Using equations (1.2), we compute
the roots of f . We also solve for the roots directly with Mathematica and compare
the result.
Line 1 to 10: p1 = l1 − l0, p2 = l2 − l0, p3 = l3 − l0, p4 = l4 − l0 are computed in terms
of n and factored
Line 6: gives a value for a fifth root of unity




Line 13: solves for the fifth roots of R1
Line 14: r1 is picked to be any fifth root of R1
Line 15: r4 is the conjugate of r1
Line 17 to 18: R2 is computed similarly to R1
Line 19: solves for the fifth roots of R2
Line 20 to 24: the fifth roots of R2 are labeled r21, r22, r23, r24, r25
Line 25 to 29: the fifth roots of R3 are the conjugates of r21, r22, r23, r24, r25 and are
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labeled r31, r32, r33, r34, r35
Line 30 and 31: the reduced quintic f is computed for n = 12
Line 32: u is computed with the coefficient d of f3(x)
Line 33 to 42: computations to choose r2 and therefore r3
Line 43 to 47: the roots of f are computed using equations (1.2)




In[1] := L0 = −n10 −10n9−55n8 −175n7−325n6−250n5 +375n4 +1250n3 +
1250n2 − 625
Out[1] = −625 + 1250n2 + 1250n3 + 375n4 − 250n5 − 325n6 − 175n7 − 55n8 −
10n9 − n10
In[2] := L1 = −625 − 3125n − 4375n2 − 3125n3 − 1125n4 + 225n6 + 125n7 +
35n8 + 5n9
Out[2] = −625−3125n−4375n2−3125n3−1125n4+225n6+125n7+35n8+5n9
In[3] := L2 = 2500 + 6250n + 6875n
2 + 4375n3 + 1625n4 + 250n5 − 75n6 −
50n7 − 10n8
Out[3] = 2500+6250n+6875n2+4375n3+1625n4+250n5−75n6−50n7−10n8
In[4] := L3 = −625 + 2500n2 + 4375n3 + 4000n4 + 2375n5 + 975n6 + 275n7 +
50n8 + 5n9
Out[4] = −625+2500n2+4375n3+4000n4+2375n5+975n6+275n7+50n8+5n9










In[7] := Factor[p1 = L1 − L0]
Out[7] = n(25 + 25n + 15n2 + 5n3 + n4)(−125 − 100n + 25n3 + 10n4 + n5)
In[8] := p1/.n− > 12
Out[8] = 190426952244
In[9] := Factor[p2 = L2 − L0]
Out[9] = (5 + 5n + n2)(25 + n4)(25 + 25n + 15n2 + 5n3 + n4)
In[10] := p2/.n− > 12
Out[10] = 138246440189
In[11] := Factor[p3 = L3 − L0]
Out[11] = n2(5 + 5n + n2)(10 + 5n + n2)(25 + 25n + 15n2 + 5n3 + n4)
In[12] := p3/.n− > 12
Out[12] = 205202172384
In[13] := Factor[p4 = L4 − L0]
Out[13] = n(5 + 5n + n2)(−25 − 10n + n3)(25 + 25n + 15n2 + 5n3 + n4)
In[14] := p4/.n− > 12
Out[14] = 126493395204
In[15] := Expand[R1 = %8rt + %10rt






In[16] := Solve[x5 == R1, x]































In[19] := R2 = %12rt + %8rt





In[20] := Solve[x5 == R2, x]















































































In[32] := f = 1−2n2 −2n3 −3/5n4 +2/5n5 +13/25n6 +7/25n7 +11/125n8 +
2/125n9+4/3125n10+(10+10n+2n2−5n3−28/5n4−16/5n5−28/25n6−6/25n7−
3/125n8)y + (5 + 15n + 17n2 + 11n3 + 23/5n4 + 6/5n5 + 4/25n6)y2 + (−10− 10n −
6n2 − 2n3 − 2/5n4)y3 + y5
In[33] := h = f/.n− > 12
Out[33] = 660368960021/3125−2898012838/125y+22334561/25y2−63722/5y3+
y5

















In[37] := x1 = (r1 + r4 + r21 + r31)/5
Out[37] = −142.27558160268408282422375027939357246775982368955748877
0877823702683325139636528815759859856778079






In[39] := x3 = (rt





In[40] := x4 = (rt
2r1 + rt










In[42] := NSolve[h == 0, y, 10]
Out[42] = {{y− > −142.2755816}, {y− > 28.723}, {y− > 28.800}, {y− >




Computation of several values of θ with Mathematica.
In appendix D, we compute the sextic resolvent, gn(x), of Emma Lehmer’s
quintics in reduced form (s1 = 0). Then we compute gn(x) for values of n ranging
from 4 to -6. Then we solve for each sextic and pick up the rational root in each
case.
Line 1 to 5: computation of gn(x) with the coefficients of Emma Lehmer’s quintics
after a translation.
Line 6: g4(x) is computed
Line 7: g4(x) is solved for. We obtain the rational root θ4 =
1212949
125
Line 8: g3(x) is computed
Line 9: g3(x) is solved for. We obtain the rational root θ3 =
35629
125
Line 10 through 27: the same process is repeated as in line 6 to 9 to get values of
θi for n ranging from 2 to -6.
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Computations with Mathematica:
In[1] := p = Expand[−2/5n4 − 2n3 − 6n2 − 10n − 10]
In[2] := q = Expand[4/25n6 + 6/5n5 + 23/5n4 + 11n3 + 17n2 + 15n + 5]
In[3] := r = Expand[−3/125n8−6/25n7−28/25n6−16/5n5−28/5n4−5n3 +
2n2 + 10n + 10]
In[4] := s = Expand[4/55n10 + 2/125n9 + 11/125n8 + 7/25n7 + 13/25n6 +
2/5n5 − 3/5n4 − 2n3 − 2n2 + 1]
In[5] := g = Expand[x6+8rx5+(2pq2−6p2r+40r2−50qs)x4+(−2q4+21pq2r−
40p2r2+160r3−15p2qs−400qrs+125ps2)x3+(p2q4−6p3q2r−8q4r+9p4r2+76pq2r2−
136p2r3 + 400r4 − 50pq3s + 90p2qrs− 1400qr2s + 625q2s2 + 500prs2)x2 + (−2pq6 +
19p2q4r−51p3q2r2 +3q4r2 +32p4r3 +76pq2r3 −256p2r4 +512r5 −31p3q3s−58q5s+
117p4qrs + 105pq3rs + 260p2qr2s − 2400qr3s − 108p5s2 − 325p2q2s2 + 525p3rs2 +
2750q2rs2 − 500pr2s2 + 625pqs3 − 3125s4)x + (q8 − 13pq6r + p5q2r2 + 65p2q4r2 −
4p6r3−128p3q2r3 +17q4r3 +48p4r4−16pq2r4−192p2r5 +256r6−4p5q3s−12p2q5s+
18p6qrs + 12p3q3rs − 124q5rs + 196p4qr2s + 590pq3r2s − 160p2qr3s − 1600qr4s −
27p7s2 − 150p4q2s2 − 125pq4s2 − 99p5rs2 − 725p2q2rs2 + 1200p3r2s2 + 3250q2r2s2 −
2000pr3s2 − 1250pqrs3 + 3125p2s4 − 9375rs4)]
Out[5] = 4460328125 + 50779937500n + 283835987500n2 + 1039738796875n3
+ 2808338385000n4 + 5961402726250n5 + 10344843715750n6 + 15062406627750n7
+ 18731920776150n8 + 20137470395875n9 + 18853913272280n10
+ 15423445699180n11 + 11007263515836n12 + 6795992211705n13
+ 17771985630761/5n14 + 7474112232432/5n15 + 10659969228771/25n16
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+ 10529731057/25n17 − 12534893201859/125n18 − 2040523945496/25n19
− 26879530096884/625n20 − 10315204110729/625n21 − 12951484375479/3125n22








+ 49152/762939453125n47 + 4096/3814697265625n48 + 303846875x+ 2908218750nx
+ 13784862500n2x + 43047668750n3x + 99408598750n4x + 180607763750n5x
+ 268110470875n6x + 333296680000n7x + 352629413600n8x + 320738372200n9x
+ 252004142701n10x + 170880520610n11x + 99111966372n12x
+ 48007715188n13x + 91196290361/5n14x + 21588691974/5n15x
− 12171016016/25n16x − 6365452864/5n17x − 108182766217/125n18x
− 49761792514/125n19x − 414899771239/3125n20x − 17114898322/625n21x
+ 3979624613/3125n22x + 13539645012/3125n23x + 37224668254/15625n24x
+ 13434900186/15625n25x + 17318259406/78125n26x + 538755934/15625n27x
− 743501098/390625n28x − 1432280336/390625n29x − 15398306924/9765625n30x
− 917064176/1953125n31x − 1078771016/9765625n32x − 208360704/9765625n33x
− 166781248/48828125n34x − 22008832/48828125n35x − 11756032/244140625n36x
− 196608/48828125n37x − 303104/1220703125n38x − 12288/1220703125n39x
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− 6144/30517578125n40x − 1209375x2 − 56250nx2 + 32266875n2x2
+ 158960000n3x2 + 436411875n4x2 + 841097000n5x2 + 1244167375n6x2
+ 1479576400n7x2 + 1452952100n8x2 + 1196186980n9x2 + 830789831n10x2
+ 485251880n11x2 + 1171136664/5n12x2 + 444382628/5n13x2
+ 111685897/5n14x2 − 2666852/25n15x2 − 100461278/25n16x2
− 342971412/125n17x2 − 150380783/125n18x2 − 238879192/625n19x2
− 252927651/3125n20x2 − 12319506/3125n21x2 + 90908566/15625n22x2
+ 51820536/15625n23x2 + 18083369/15625n24x2 + 23924576/78125n25x2
+ 5056464/78125n26x2 + 4313856/390625n27x2 + 588224/390625n28x2
+ 311296/1953125n29x2 + 120832/9765625n30x2 + 6144/9765625n31x2
+ 768/48828125n32x2 − 322500x3 − 1673750nx3 − 4262250n2x3
− 6964500n3x3 − 8013650n4x3 − 6631500n5x3 − 3697300n6x3
− 843450n7x3 + 840370n8x3 + 277350n9x3 + 5001282/5n10x3
+ 2795036/5n11x3 + 5865376/25n12x3 + 1763402/25n13x3
+ 1374552/125n14x3 − 67038/25n15x3 − 359358/125n16x3
− 162752/125n17x3 − 258924/625n18x3 − 12608/125n19x3
− 298016/15625n20x3 − 43008/15625n21x3 − 22528/78125n22x3
− 1536/78125n23x3 − 256/390625n24x3 − 2750x4 − 14250nx4
− 32350n2x4 − 45350n3x4 − 44180n4x4 − 31310n5x4 − 16028n6x4
− 5330n7x4 − 456n8x4 + 742n9x4 + 14542/25n10x4
+ 6464/25n11x4 + 10114/125n12x4 + 2304/125n13x4
+ 1856/625n14x4 + 192/625n15x4 + 48/3125n16x4
+ 80x5 + 80nx5 + 16n2x5 − 40n3x5 − 224/5n4x5 − 128/5n5x5
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− 224/25n6x5 − 48/25n7x5 − 24/125n8x5 + x6
In[6] := f4 = g/.n > 4
Out[6] = 645203411828985938984928175486987153013814697265625
− 229291902046340266709219163695369/30517578125x
+ 6490609440779795713570685348828125x2 − 46148541739624014396390625x3
+ 170206608821783125x4 − 15040944/125x5 + x6
In[7] := Solve[%6 == 0, x]
Out[7] = {x− > 1212949/125}
In[8] := f3 = g/.n > 3
Out[8] = 18026464964880793140690410512721/3814697265625
− 1404561879100479700090044269/30517578125x
+ 7867310479384695649893/48828125x2 − 94934780440349256/390625x3
+ 460418096798/3125x4 − 2807024/125x5 + x6
In[9] := Solve[f3 == 0, x]
Out[9] = {x− > 35629/125}
In[10] := f2 = g/.n− > 2
Out[10] = 671425679733351879074266203701/3814697265625+
44639483939610731771309131/30517578125x+197243865528651483653/48828125x2
+ 1312579834724904/390625x3 − 6280641922/3125x4 − 302544/125x5 + x6
In[11] := Solve[f2 == 0, x]
Out[11] = {x− > −68951/125}
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In[12] := f1 = g/.n− > 1
Out[12] = 502538334422573011385928311/3814697265625
+ 67267538291055772334431/30517578125x + 414712274214831173/48828125x2
− 11102798648676/390625x3 − 594747262/3125x4 + 6816/125x5 + x6
In[13] := Solve[f1 == 0, x]
Out[13] = {x− > −27761/125}
In[14] := f0 = g/.n− > 0
Out[14] = 4460328125+303846875x−1209375x2−322500x3−2750x4+80x5+x6
In[15] := Solve[f0 == 0, x]
Out[15] = {x− > −55}
In[16] := f−1 = g/.n− > −1
Out[16] = −23056683881246059/3814697265625
+ 953714287461331/30517578125x− 574928454067/48828125x2
− 928420416/390625x3 + 382118/3125x4 + 3696/125x5 + x6
In[17] := Solve[f−1 == 0, x]
Out[17] = {x− > −1991/125}
In[18] := f−2 = g/.n− > −2
Out[18] = −23056683881246059/3814697265625
+ 953714287461331/30517578125x− 574928454067/48828125x2
− 928420416/390625x3 + 382118/3125x4 + 3696/125x5 + x6
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In[19] := Solve[f−2 == 0, x]
Out[19] = {x− > −1991/125}
In[20] := f−3 = g/.n− > −3
Out[20] = 49554914719400054173931/3814697265625
+ 27362700815640198031/30517578125x+ 343313624274813/48828125x2
− 188785447836/390625x3 − 20778742/3125x4 + 7936/125x5 + x6
In[21] := Solve[f−3 == 0, x]
Out[21] = {x− > −7781/125}
In[22] := f−4 = g/.n− > −4
Out[22] = 858015751790833826061969221/3814697265625
+ 159403941317888476588231/30517578125x+ 1829799203901867893/48828125x2
+ 22113395696244/390625x3 − 880366702/3125x4 − 63024/125x5 + x6
In[23] := Solve[f−4 == 0, x]
Out[23] = {x− > −27371/125}
In[24] := f−5 = g/.n− > −5
Out[24] = 1526992474390625 + 45821342909375x + 13405665625x2
− 4771635000x3 + 16909750x4 − 7920x5 + x6
In[25] := Solve[f−5 == 0, x]
Out[25] = {x− > −55}




+ 2365083396007548024151413/48828125x2 − 3894236547421781736/390625x3
+ 3304767356558/3125x4 − 6653264/125x5 + x6
In[27] := Solve[f−6 == 0, x]
Out[27] = {x− > 504169/125}
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